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Xeno Cypher is the world's longest sword weapon monster hunter (MHW). All weapons have unique properties associated with their attack power, elementary damage and different looks. Please look at the Mechanics of Arms to fully understand the depth of your Hunter Arsenal. Xeno Cypher Information
Xeno Cypher Crafting and Xeno Cypher Update has 3 different levels of updates. It follows the path of Blacksteel, detailed below. Rare Blacksteel Long Sword I 5 330 0 Dragon 120 - - Craft with: Dragonvein Crystal x10, Crystal Earth x10, Coral Crystal x10, Lightcrystal x1 12000x Blacksteel Long Sword II
6 363 0 Dragon 150 - - - Craft with: Firecell Stone x1, Fucium Ore x5, Carbalite Ore x 10, Wyvern Gem x 1, 16000 xeno Cypher 8 594 15% Dragon 180 Craft - with: Xyho's Claw Xeno'jiiva Shell x6, Xeno'jiiva Tail x2, Xeno'jiiva Gem x 1, 56000 x Xeno Cypher Upgrade Tree Xeno Cypher is part of the way
to upgrade for a long sword weapon tree. Below is an excerpt from the corresponding Blacksteel tree. Below we have some of the best Monster Hunter World Builds for you that have the best combinations of damage case, defense and mobility. Based on your personal preferences; You can use any of
these builds and start your journey in Monster Hunter World. Feel free to customize these builds to make them more suitable for your style of play as well! Monster Hunter World Builds Guide Monster Hunter World is full of different sets of armor and weapons that you can use to create the ultimate hunter.
It is very important that you keep some things in mind by creating these hunters such as intimacy, skills and bonuses. These skills and bonuses come when you combine different armor pieces together. The best insect is Glaive Build If you prefer an insane amount of mobility while inflicting huge damage
on monsters, then the Glaive insect build the right option for you. Insect Glaive is a flexible weapon in the game and allows you to move around very easily and quickly. Aside from great mobility, the Glaives insect also come paired with Kinsect, which can be used as a secondary attack and inflict a
particular type of damage to the monster as well. They exchange and you can switch to any Kinsect that you want to use with any Glaive insect that you want. Our focus for this build is maximum mobility and maximum damage as the main weapon and Kinsect are selected according to it. For the ultimate
Glaive insect to build, your main insect is Gleive that you have to go to this light disaster. It has 651 base attack and its Dragon element and inflicts 150 elementary damages. This one Glaive insect with the highest damage raw material in the entire game and it comes with Elderseal stat. Forging is
certainly no easy feat, but once accomplished, it's the perfect to choose the type of weapon. This is the final update of the ore tree. You need to update Ore Tree first The tree, and then finally to the light of disaster. The craft materials required to counterfeit the Catastrophe Light are 2 Xeno'jiiva horns, 5
Nergigante horns, 5 zergigante coupons and 1 Nergigante gemstone. If you have all these crafting components, you can fake the light of the disaster. Now for the perfect Kinsect to use with it, the Kinsect that you have to use with Light Disaster is Pseudocath III. It stands out in Blast Damage and gives
you a very good speed boost as well. To get Pseudocath III, you'll first need Culldrone III and then Windchopper I-III. You can fake it as soon as you have 2 Elder Dragon Bones, 3 Monster Hardbones, and 3 Firecell Stones. Coming to statistics, Pseudocath III has a Sever type of attack and dust domain
effect. It also has a dragon element. Its power is level 11, the speed is level 15 while the heal level is level 3, which is pretty weak. These two, combined with a decent set of armor, gives you the best insect glaive build. Make sure that the armor you choose keeps the affinity neutral or positive to make
good use of the damage to the Catastrophe Light. The best Longsword Build The Longsword build that we're going to show you a little challenging. This requires certain gems that are very hard to find. However, if you manage to find these gems, this build is one of the best Longsword Builds in the game.
To begin with, let's start with the skills you want for this build. Start with Boost Level 7, Weakness Exploit Level 3, Speed Sharpening Level 3, Dragon Attack Level 2, Agitator Level 2, Critical Eye Level 1 and Protective Path Level 1. These are all the skills that you have to equip for this build. In detail, The



Boost Level 7 Attack will increase your attack by 21 and Affinity by 5%. Exploit Weakness will give you a 50% increased proximity bonus when you hit a weak spot. Level 3 sharpening speed will remove three cycles from the sharpening process. Dragon Attack will increase your Dragon Elemental attack
power by 60. The agitator works great against a big monster as it increases your attack strength and intimacy when they are engaged. At level 2, this will increase the attack by 8 and the affinity by 6%. Critical Eye gives you a constant increase in affinity by 3%, while Protective Polish protects the
sharpness of the weapon after sharpening for a certain period. Along with using these skills, you will also require some gems to complete this build. For this build, we recommend that you use Sharp Jewel 2, Expert Jewel 1, Tenderizer Jewel 2, 2 Dragon Jewels 1 and Grinder Jewel 1. Sharp Jewel 2 also
protects the sharpness of the weapon and prevents it from decreasing after you have sharpened it. Expert Jewel will increase your affinity permanently by 3%. Tenderizer increases your weak attack affinity by 15%. Both Dragon Jewels will increase your Dragon attack power by 30 each. Grinder Grinder
will remove one cycle from the sharpening process. Coming to the latest requirements for this, the gear you will need for this build are the Xeno Cypher main weapon. This is an endgame element, and you'll be able to work it out after defeating one of the last bosses. For the neck, you will wear Attack
Charm III. In the head armor slot, you will be wearing Dragonking Eyepatch. For the breast, you will need Odogaron Mail. In the weapon slot you will need Nergigante Vambraces. For the waist, you will need a Nergigante coil. Dober Greaves is your armor for this assembly. Best Dual Blades Build Dual
Blades is also one of the fastest weapons in the game. The build we have here involves mobility and easy combat. If you are new to the series, Dual Blades should be the weapon of choice for you. They are the easiest of all weapons to use in the game. For this build, let's start with the skills that you need
for it. You will need Attack Boost Level 5, Marathon Runner Level 3, Speed Sharpening Level 3, Divine Blessing Level 3, Thunder Attack Level 2, Weakness Exploitation Level 2 and Defense Boost Level 1. Level 5 Attack Boost will increase your attack by 15 and affinity by 5%. Marathon Level 3 will
reduce continuous endurance depletion by 50%. It's good when you want to keep moving during the fight. Divine Blessing Level 3 will reduce the damage you take by 50% when active. It's a good defensive skill. The sharpening rate of Level 3 will reduce three cycles from your sharpening process. This is
necessary with Dual Blades, because the sharpness decreases very quickly with them. Weakness Exploitation Level 2 will increase affinity against weaknesses by 30%. Coming to Jewels, you want to opt for Whetstone Charm III in the neck slot. This will increase your skill sharpening speed, which is
again useful with dual Blades. Critical Boost Jewel will increase your chances of landing a critical impact by 30%. Along with these options, you can use any kind of good and balanced armor. Make sure the affinity is kept neutral or positive, so that the damage remains good. Also, using heavy armor will
make the higher choice redundant so make sure you use light or medium armor to stay as mobile as possible. Best Lance Build For this Lance build, you'll be focused on dealing with as much harm as possible. It also makes your defense very strong. For this build you will need Dragonking Eyepatch A,
Uragaan Mail A, Kaiser Vambraces B, Uragaan Coil B, Uragaan Grieves A and Ironsides Charm III. Using this setup will give you 5 Guards, Hurricane Protection Skills, Break Parter 3 and Weakness Operating 3. Your main weapon of choice should be Datura Pike 3. You can deal with some serious
poison damage with it. This is the best option when you want to have almost impenetrable protection. Lance is good for defense, and this build is focused on defense. Best Heavy Bow Gun Build This build focuses on creating the best heavy Bow Gun Build in Monster Hunter World. For this build, your
weapon of choice will be Kadachi Lion III. It has a base attack of 269 and has no elementary bonuses. The main reason to use this heavy bow gun is that it is the only heavy bow gun in the game that gives your 4 slicing shots. Along with these weapons, you should use Attack Charm III, as this will
increase your Boost attack skills. Combine them with Xeno'jiiva hats B, Rathalos Mail B, Xeno'jiiva claws, Xeno'jiiva Spine B and Rathalos Greaves B. Make sure you have at least 3 parts Xeno'jiiva armor set equipped. Your skill set for this build will be Attack Boost Level 3, Dragon Attack Level 3,
Weakness Exploitation Level 3, Blight Resistance Level 3, Flinch Free Level 2, Health Boost Level 1, Critical Eye Level 1, Critical Level 1, Slope from Level 1 Extension and Go Master Level 1. Bonus Build: Odogaron Dragonking This bonus build is great for high-ranking quests and will allow you to cut
monsters very easily. To do this, you need to complete the Odogaron Armor, but replace one of the components with the Dragonking Set. For this build you will need Odogaron Mail, Odogaron Vambraces, Odogaron Coil, Odogaron Greaves and Dragonking Eyepatch. The Odogaron Armor kit is a special
set because it gives you bonuses for the increased number of items you're equipping from the same set. For every two parts of the armor set equipped, you get a Penalty Draw Skill that increases your attack power and adds a stunning effect for all draw attacks landed on the enemy. If you equip four
pieces of armor, you will get protective Polish skills, giving you protection from wearing down sharpness after you sharpen your weapon. Aside from these bonuses, you will also get Constitution Level 1 and Fast Shell Level 1along with Level 5 Affinity, Level 3 Bleeding Resistance, and Level 3 Speed
Sharpening. For the last component of the armor, you will use the Dragonking component with is Dragonking Eyepatch, which will give you extra bonuses. This will give you a weak level 2, which increases affinity by 30% when hit by weaknesses. You can use any type of weapon with it, but we
recommend you use Dual Blades with this setup as it will give you increased mobility. Best Horn Build For this particular build, you're looking at Lucky Food Horn Arms, which is useful for healing and for support purposes. Equipment that goes into making build Hunting Horn, The Cross Circlet Beta Guild,
Commission Jacket Beta, Tzitzi Vambraces Alpha, Kirin Hoop Beta, Vangis Greaves Beta, and finally KO Charm III. useful ones like The Well-Fed Jewel, Gobbler Jewel, Steadfast Jewel, Some Friendship Jewels, Jewel Protection and Sonorous Jewel. He has skills that enhance the boost to elements
such as Blight at level 1 and resistance stun at level 3. You can also use Resistor Jewel in zoom to increase Blight resistance even more. The weapon carries the Divine Blessing at level 3 and can attack on a range that occupies at level 5. The best Hammer Build Weapon we're talking about here is
Break Down Hammer, which will help you when it comes to crowd control and support. On the hardware side, you have Fist Maladi III, Dragonking Eyepatch Alpha, Diablos Mail Beta, Death Stench Grip Beta, Basel Reel Beta and Diablos Greaves Alpha. When it comes to magnification and decorating
slots, Drain Jewels work very well with weapons. In addition, earplugs will help you get even more damage from your hits. The hammer can cause partial paralysis 380 and has an attacking force of 832. The weapon carries a Level 2 Tremor Resistance and the attack focus has a level of rank 2. It also has
some unique skills like Slugger at Level 3 and Stamina Thief is also at level 3. The best great sword to build for our greatest great sword, we can not think of a better rival than Dragon Slayer to work. It works as a good tank weapon and for life theft purposes as well. Some decent equipment choices go
into it: Atrocities Shoe, Basel Helm Beta, Nergigante Mail Beta, Nergigante Greaves Alpha, Basel Coil Beta, and Glutton's Charm III. For jewelry work, equip along the line of Steadfast Jewels, some Vitality Jewels to regenerate health and jewelry Ear Plug for maximum damage. With the force of attack
1022, weapons can be quite destructive. It also has a high Elderseal rating. In addition to Health Boost at level 2 and power speed at level 3 to restore health, some decent skills will be agitator and Stamina Surge at level 2. Best Charged Blade Build For Pure Bang and Charge fun, and some incredible
damage with it, I recommend blast charge Blade. Using this equipment as equipment, you're good to go Gama Silt II, Basel Helm Alpha, Dodogama Mail Alpha, Dodogama Vambraces Alpha, Basel Coil Beta, Bezel Greaves Alpha, and Artillery Sharm III. Tenderizer and Earplug Jewels work best in this
assembly. Also, where the weapon may be lacking in a standard attack (612), it makes it into Blast Damage 226. There is a chance for critical strikes and both blast attack and bombardier skills are at the final level. Best Support Weapon Build Talking About Supporting Targeted Weapons; Lance Support
Tank is a decent build that carries great potential for stun. It carries a Vaal Hazak series of transmissions including Helm Beta, Mail Beta and Bracers beta. In addition, there is also Barrot Stinger III, Kulve Tarota's malice beta and the wrath of the beta, and, KO Charm III. To increase, you have a bunch of
jewels you can experiment with. It's Ironwall, Eye of Reason, Friendship, Defense, Crafts, and and You can also use the speeding option. Using this build, you increase your peak performance to the highest level, as well as the skills of Slugger and Wide Range. There is also a recovery rate at level 2 and
an increase in defense at level 4. This build allows you to create a high stun on the monster and bring his health down quickly. Also, you are not pushed far when the monsters deliver the hit to you. This completes our Monster Hunter World Builds Guide. If you want to add anything to this guide, feel free
to use the comments section below! Below! xeno cypher build mhw
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